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'e block getting the j-th treatment is given bY' Y'ji =~i + OJ + e ji where eji's are mutually uncorrelated random variables" each with expectation zero and variance cl. For intra-block estimation~i 's are regarded as constants whereas for combined inter-and intra-block estimation 13 i 's are regarded as random variables mutually uncorrelated and also uncorrelated with the eji's, each with the same 2 2 2 expectation~and variance r:J1. We shall write 6 =r :J /r:Jl ' Let B i denote the total "yield" of all plots in the i-th block and Tj that for all plots getting the j-th treatment. We shall use the symbol { BJj to denote the total for all blocks in which the j-thtreatment occurs and similarly the sym.
bol {T Ji to denote the total for all treatments which occur in the 1-th block. The design is said to be "connected" if the matrix C =«c. » is of rank (v-l) . In JU whatever follows, we shall be concerned with connected designs only. We shall denote by (t l , t 2 , ••• , tv> any particular solution of these equations (1.1).
For combined inter-and intra-block estimation, the equations are We note that the equations (1.2) for combined estimation are obtained easily from the equations (1.1) for intra-block estimation merely by replacing k by k+& both in the expressions for CjU's and QJ's. This is somewhat simpler than what is suggested in £9_7. We shall call this the Q-method of estimation. An alternative method £1o_7 is to estimate the treatment-effects from the equations (1.;) where~j denotes the total of the effects of all the blocks in which the J-th treatment occurs:
'e For intra-block estimation the block-effects are estimated from the equations
We shall denote a solution of these equations (1.4) by (bl~b 2 , •••~bb). For combined inter-and intra-block estimation, the block.. effects are estimated from the equations:
where
We note that the equations (1.4) and (1.5) are identical except that the diagonal terms d ii and. d ii differ by 6. A solution of the equations (1.4) will be denoted by (bl~b 2 , ••• , bb)· The method here described is a somewhat simplified version of what is suggested in £10_7. We shall call this the P-method of estimation.
To estimate the parameters a 2 and 8, the analysis of variance can be carried out as follows:.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Variation due to Sum of squares Degrees of Sum of squares Variation due to freedom
Here, n =bk =vr denotes the total number of plots, G is the total and G 2 the total of the sq~res of all the "yield's" and
Then unbiassed estimates of u and u l are obtained from the fa.ct that the expectations of SE and SB are given by:
As an estimate of 8 one can take (1.6)
in the sense that the ratio of the expectations of the numerator and the denominator of d is equal to 5. Generally d is a consistent estimate of 8.
Consider the variance of the intra-block estimate of OJ -0u the difference between the effects of the j-th and the u-th treatments,
The average variance of all such differences is given by (i) Any two objects are either l-st, or 2-00, ... , or m-th associates.
(ii) The relation of association is symmetrical, that is, if the object a (iv) If any two objects a and~are i-th associates, then the number of ob.
jects which are the j-th associates of a and the k-th associates ofĩ is P jk , i~dependent of the pair of i-th associates (1,j,
The parameters pjk are not all independent. They satisfy, for instance, the following relations:
• Partially balanced association schemes with two associate classes are classified in £4_7 and listed in 15_7. Though not exhaustive, these cover all the known cases. The five types discussed in £4_7 are (1) Group Divisible (GD) I (2) Triangular (T), (3) latin square type (IS), (4) Cyclic (C) and (5) Simple (51).
In a Group Divisible type of association scheme, there are mn objects which fall into m groups of n objects each. Any two objects in the same group are first associates and two objects from different groups are second associates. Thus
In a Triangular type of association scheme I there are p(p-l) /2 objects ar- The p(P.l)/2 positions below the principal diagonal are filled so that the ar~yls symmetrical about the principal dia.gonal. Two objects a.re first associates if they lie in the same row (or column) in this array, otherwise they are second associates.
For this scheme
In the Latin square type of association scheme with t constraints, there are s2 objects arranged in a square scheme. For the case t =2, two objects are first associates if they occur in the same row or in the same column; otherwise they are second associates. For the general case, a set of (t-2) mutually orthogonal Latin squares are taken and two objects are first associates if they occur in the same row or column or correspond to the same letter of one of the Latin squares. In this scheme
4. Simple partially linked block designs.
An allocation of v treatments in b blocks each"f k plots will be called a simple partially linked block (SPtB) design if the following conditions are satis.. fied:
(1) Each treatment occurs at most on one plot in a block and altogether on two plots.
(H) Any two blocks have at most one treatment in common.
(i1i) Two blocks are first (second) associates if they have one (no) treat.. . 'u.
A SPLB design cen easily be analyzed by the P-method described in section 1.
Let us use the notation 8 1 to denote summation over first associates. The equations (1.4) for intra-block estimation reduce to Take two treatments: say, the j-th and the u-th. Two cases may arise: (X) the two treatments occur together in a block or (y) they do not.
In case (X) there are three blocks in which at least one of the two treatments occurs. In one of these blocks both the treatments occur. Consider the other two blocks. We sh3.ll say that the j-th and the u-th treatments form a pair of the type Xl if these two blocks are first associates and of type X 2 if these two blocks are second associates.
In case (y) there are four blocks, in two of which the j-th treatment occurs and in the other two the u-th treatment occurs. With these four blocks, it is possible to form four differrmt pairs of blocks such that in each pair there is one block containing the j-th treatment and one block containing the u-th treatment.
If v is the number of first associate pairs amongst these four pairs of blocks, we sha.ll say that the j-th and the u-th treatments form a pair of the type Y (v = v 0, 1, 2, 3, 4). 
We thus see that in all seven different precisions are possible. To illustrate the numerical procedure, let us consider the folloWing artificial data (Table 6. 5,6 7,8,9 10,11,12 7,10,13 4,11,14 5,8,15 1,12,15 2,9,14 3,6,13 with parameters v =15, b =10, k = 3, and of course, r = 2. In the actual lay-out the blocks and the plots within a block have been re-arr~ged at raldom.
-17-...i-.. which with 14 and 6 degrees of freedom is significant at the .5 % level.
To test any particular treatment difference, say that between treatments 1 and 2, we proceed as follows: The best intra-block estimate of the difference is Now, treatments 1 and 2 occur together in block 3 and the other blocks in which they occur are: block 9 (in which treatment 1 occurs) and block 10 (in which treatment 2 occurs). But the pair of blocks 9 and 10 are second associates because they do not have a treatment in common. Hence, the treatments 1 and 2 form a pair of type X 2 • The variance of (t l -t 2 ) is thus 2 2
(1 + t) a = 1.4 a and this is estimated by 1.4 x 5.904/6 = 1.3176
and the standard error is~1
.3776 = 1.17371.
We then have the Student's ratio and then dualizing it. By replacing each objeot by a group of t(t ! 2) objeots in a partially balanced association soheme with m assooiate olasses, one gets again a partially balanced assooiate scheme with (m+l) assooiate olasses. This result can be used in oonstructing other two replioate designs. Another way would be to replace eaoh treatment in a SPLB design by a group of t(t > 2) treatments.
This, however, Will not be pursued in this paper.
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